Arctic 'Hurricane' Slams Alaska
	Nov. 9, 2011 - A winter storm of hurricane strength was slamming Alaska early Wednesday with winds of up to 100 mph, high seas and blizzard conditions.  The National Weather Service called the storm moving into the state off the Bering Sea "a powerful and extremely dangerous storm of record or near-record magnitude."
	The storm is pushing water in to Norton Sound and flooding is anticipated in communities along Alaska's western coast, National Weather Service meteorologist Scott Berg, told CNN Wednesday morning.  Water has moved up to the base of some buildings in Nome and is expected to continue to rise, Berg said.  The weather service also has reports of roofs being torn off buildings by high winds in Nome, he said.
	The highest gust reported in the storm so far is 89 mph in Wales, Alaska, Berg said.  A HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/#!/search?q=%23AKStorm"Twitter user says their mother's house in Kotzebue, Alaska, is shaking so hard in the wind that the woman fell down.
	The weather service has not reported any significant snow accumulation so far, but it has been snowing continuously in some areas since Tuesday, he said.  "When the snow is flying sideways, it's kinda hard to go out and see how much is falling," Berg said.
	The center of the storm is pushing northward and will turn to the north-northwest later in the day, he said.  Communities including Kivalina and Point Hope will see worsening conditions, according to Berg.
	The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Hydrometeorological Prediction Center reports the storm is generating waves as high as 40 feet in the Bering Sea.  Wind gusts up to 83 mph in Cape Lisburne, Alaska, and 76 mph in Wales, Alaska, the agency said.
	Early Wednesday, Twitter reports said wind speeds in Nome in northwestern Alaska had reached 100 mph.  That would be the equivalent of a category 2 hurricane if it occurred in the tropics.  Twitter postings reported structural damage in Nome, including the roof blown off a building.  Landline phones were down, according to a Twitter post.
	"These things get named hurricanes down south and get a category.  It's that magnitude," said Jeff Osiensky, regional warning coordination meteorologist with the National Weather Service, told the Anchorage Daily News. The storm's scope was also hurricane-like, he said, covering 750 to 1,000 miles in breadth.
	Chip Leeper, incident commander with the Nome government, told CNN that people in low-lying areas and on along the town's sea wall had been advised to seek shelter elsewhere.  National Weather Service meteorologist Steven Kearney told CNN that Nome could endure sea levels up to 8 feet above normal as well as 10-foot waves.  Other coastal and island villages were preparing evacuations if surf became too high.
	Inland, the storm was expected to produce blizzard or near-blizzard conditions across western Alaska, the weather service said.  Snow accumulations of up to 14 inches were possible.  A Twitter poster reported winds gusts of 50 mph in the inland village of Aniak early Wednesday.
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